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Foreword:
Where a Storm is a Symphony and Land and Ice are One

Jose A. Kusugak
President, Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami

I have precious memories, childhood memories of our home life in dwellings and shelters going back to when I was a kid in Naujaat (Repulse Bay), Nunavut. During one of those times, it was during a severe March arctic blizzard. My brothers Arvaarluk, Qunngaataq, and I exhausted all indoor things to do like listening to legends and stories, finding and marking capital “H”s on all the magazines that we recycled as wallpaper for our qarmak, sod house. We had exhausted our string games and were now resorting to Aaqsiiq, the Silence Game.

This was not a clever ploy by our parents to keep us quiet. Aaqsiiq has a clear and important purpose and that is to test and increase one’s own sense of hearing.

We could hear the winds and blowing snow through our very basic air duct. It was crafted by fitting empty tin cans together end to end. (We were into recycling sand re-using long before blue boxes invention.)

Here was our own symphony of wind instruments. On the south side of our qarmak (sod house) you could hear rolling snow driving and building and shaping snowdrifts. On our roof, a different sound and a faster tempo with the swift movement of natiruwiaq (flooring snow) and then the percussion, the wind itself beating its tempo through the air duct. If it were put on a music sheet, it would read, “The seals will be happy. They have snow in their own natsiaqqitit; those baby seal bearing holes have a fresh snow covering.” For us, the drifting snow will smooth out the sea ice for easier and faster travel. New snow will bury old prints and reveal only the new and the fresh animal tracks.

The gradual softening of the north wind, guaranteeing many days of clear weather, sunshine, and endless blue skies lie ahead. And best of all, we will be free from the smothering qarmak and back outside to be part of the symphony of elements. I think it is fair to say that until colonization dragged Inuit into houses, we generally lived our lives as nomads, outside in the open and in sync with both our eco and solar systems.
Inuit have “moons” in a year roughly coinciding with the same months as qablunaaq, but each may be its own season. The moon is both a warning and a gauge of when it is good timing to go to the floe edge. About three days before and after the full moon is considered piturniq (extra high tide) and often is windy. In the winter when Inuit go to the floe edge to hunt they are taught to be aware of this since it might cause the main ice to aukkaq (break off and float away). It is quite useless to go sinaasiuq (seal hunting at the edge of ice) or literally to “look for the edge of ice” at high tide since there is no edge. It is necessary to know when to go sealing as not to waste your time or even worse, lose your life. For Inuit, perhaps in the past more than now, there are times of the year when there is no difference between land and sea ice. If there is a difference, it’s the fact that the sea ice is more important to our survival.

For Inuit, during most of the year, sea ice is really a large extension of land. In winter, it was rare to find igloos and camps built on land. The land was colder than building igloos on sea or lake ice. The radiant heat of the water made that much difference.

Climate change has real and serious implications for Inuit life because much of the traditional knowledge is based on the times of seasons and not traditionally on temperatures. In other words, one does “this” at “this time” of the year rather than when the temperature gets “like this.” For example, caching caribou is done in the fall after flies stop flying; not only to prevent maggots but because the meat shouldn’t be too fermented or for that matter, too fresh. It is called pirujat (cached) or fermented meat and fat is called igunaq (singular), igunat (plural). There are many grades of igunat from mild to green. Now with climate change and warmer temperatures, much meat is going to waste because of over fermentation and botulism is becoming a real hazard. Iqalugjuat and kujjaitat (fermented fish and “hung upside down” fish) are especially susceptible since fish rots easily.

I had better change the subject before I get too hungry.

I think it is important to note that at least for now global warming is not all bad. Many northerners, who love to boat, actually are enjoying longer boating seasons. Many Inuit fish with fish nets under ice and are happy that the ice is not as thick as it once was. Fish are fat and plentiful at the moment. Berry picking in the fall has never been better. In biblical terms, it would be the seven years of plenty. But life as we knew it and know it now, is changing fast. Sirmik (permanent ice) in many areas is melting causing lakes to drain. Aniuvat (permanent snow patches) are disappearing. Aniuvat produces our favorite tea water, and caribou frequent anivvat patches to get away from mosquitoes and flies. What I fear is that lives will be lost, because of thinning of ice, and because after lake ice melts and snow on the land is gone in the late spring people are still travelling on sea ice to the beginning of July. Will the ice still be safe for them?

Finding examples of effects of climate change is easy and endless. I know Inuit, old and young, want to be informed of outside influences of global warming. Like acupuncture, they know that the pain is much in their homelands but the needles have to be inserted in the south, since that is where the disease really is. I also know that given the opportunity to partake in data keeping, Inuit are more than willing.
careful caretakers of the Arctic from Siberia to Alaska to Canada to Greenland and back to Siberia for a long time. We have one language with varying dialects. Our customs and laws were designed to ensure our survival, and there are reasons behind everything we did. For example, we never stayed in one place or used one campsite for more than a few years, to avoid disease. We were told and taught anijaaq, which means “go outside to greet the day and elements first thing in the morning in order to live long.”

What it all came down to was respect for the Earth and doing your part in keeping the world as in its original state. Inuit see themselves as part of the ecosystem and want to be included: not as victims, but as a people who can help.

I believe Inuit can provide the rest of society with useful and timely information because we are at the forefront where the impacts and effects of climate change are felt first and may be the most severe. This book is a good example of “all of us earthlings” getting together to protect this bubble of atmosphere because it is a matter of life. Listen and look intently to the great outdoors as though it was a great symphony, where Land and Ice are One.
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Social sciences in the Arctic enjoy many exciting and important opportunities. The series Frontiers in Polar Social Science, of which this is the first volume, explores and articulates those opportunities, the new frontiers of arctic research. It offers new insights for both social scientists and others to learn about developments in research concerning humans and their societies in northern regions. Although such a series cannot hope to encompass every branch of the social sciences, it can and should provide an introduction to several aspects of social science research in the North, stimulating further interest among specialists and non-specialists alike.

This volume, The Earth is Faster Now, addresses indigenous observations of arctic environmental change and the implications of such change for arctic peoples. Despite all the attention currently being given to climate change globally and in the Arctic, indigenous perspectives are all too frequently overlooked. As this volume shows, arctic residents have a great deal to say. Understanding and addressing climate change simply cannot be done without incorporating their specific and detailed views. The processes by which this can be done, however, take considerable time and effort of the part of both researchers and arctic residents. Applying this approach not just in a few isolated projects but as an integral part of arctic environmental research is an ambitious and important goal.

In making these points, the chapters in this volume also examine the ways in which social science methods and results contribute to our collective understanding of the arctic system—the combination and interactions within and among physical, biological, and social conditions—and its relationship with the rest of the world. In academic terms, an understanding of the way the system works must rest squarely on a solid foundation of research in and across the various disciplines that address the many
aspects of a complex system such as the Arctic. But that overarching understanding requires thinking in broad terms, finding ways to encompass disparate disciplines. This obstacle does not appear in indigenous perspectives, which draw naturally on changes observed in the physical, biological, and social realms to develop a coherent view of the world.

Although this volume addresses primarily the process of adapting scientific perspectives to incorporate indigenous ones, it is important to keep in mind that information flows the other way as well. Indigenous communities wrestle with the ways in which they can use scientific research and information for their purposes. Such information can be understood and also misunderstood, sometimes with significant consequences. Effectively communicating the results of scientific research is no less important than helping scientists appreciate what they can learn from arctic residents.

**Understanding the Connections Between Humans and Their Environment**

Crossing cultures as well as disciplines is a vital challenge for arctic social science, and environmental change is an excellent way to explore that challenge. These changes have been observed by arctic residents and by scientists. They include thinning sea ice and changes in its characteristics, poor body condition in many animals, earlier growing seasons, a greater frequency of extreme weather events, rising temperatures in permafrost, and many others from the general and to the highly specific. Humans are connected to this changing environment in ways that are both similar and distinct from the ecological relationships that tie plants and animals to their ecosystems. Understanding the nature of those connections is essential to understanding the implications of environmental changes.

In the premodern era, arctic peoples were dependent largely on local resources but used a variety of means to influence their relationship with the living things on which they depended. Today, the use of living resources by arctic residents retains many ecological characteristics but is shaped also by regional, national, and international politics governing the allocation of harvests, the management of environmental impacts, and the influence of ideas such as animal rights. As human societies change, willingly or otherwise, their relationship to the environment is inevitably affected. If the environment is changing as well, we face an additional layer of complexity in trying to understand how arctic communities will respond to and cope with this challenge and how they will function in the future.

The connections of people with their environment must also be understood broadly. Typically, researchers focus on physical connections such as hunting, fishing, travel, and construction. There is also, however, the perceptual realm in which people understand their position relative to their surroundings in ethical and spiritual terms. Indigenous people often talk about this aspect of their relationship with their surroundings, but their listeners rarely take it in. When speaking of indigenous perspectives, however, it is essential to include the full range of the indigenous worldview and not just the subset that fits most neatly into the current scientific paradigm. Although
the spiritual dimensions of the environment may be inaccessible to science, they none-
theless play a vital role in shaping perceptions and actions and thus must be taken into
account when discussing appropriate responses to environmental change.

The nine papers collected in this volume focus primarily on documenting and un-
derstanding the nature of changes that are being seen by northern indigenous resi-
dents in their environment. The special emphasis of the papers is not simply on
change but also on the ways arctic peoples perceive, influence, and are influenced by
their surroundings. As we move towards broad, multidisciplinary attempts to charac-
terize the arctic system, it becomes increasingly important to understand the nature of
the human components of that system and how they are connected to the physical and
the biological realms. The nature of those connections is especially important in the
development of responses to environmental change.

Understanding the Arctic Environment and the Knowledge of Arctic Peoples

Scientific understanding of arctic environmental and climate change is based on
records that are often short-term, fragmentary, or both. Weather records and sea ice
data are available for some places, but rarely extending back before the twentieth cen-
tury. Satellite monitoring of snow, ice, greenness, and other parameters covers most
or all of the Arctic, but obviously only for recent decades, if not years. Process studies
have been carried out in several locations around the Arctic, giving insight into the
dynamics of ecological processes but leaving open the question of how to extrapolate
those findings across the vast areas where no such studies have taken place. Examina-
tion of paleoenvironmental and archeological records reveals a great deal about cer-
tain indicators of climatic, environmental, and social conditions but requires careful
and cautious interpretation. Into this mix is thrown the fact that the arctic environ-
ment is highly variable. Change, large and small, frequent or infrequent, is simply a
basic characteristic of the region, compounding the difficulty of identifying trends
and causal relationships.

Arctic residents have long known about, and had to cope with, this variability. Alter-
avative strategies for finding food, a cultural acceptance of recurring hardship and pri-
vation, and migration were among the means—not always successful—of surviving and
thriving. The intimate knowledge that arctic peoples have acquired about their sur-
roundings is well known. The applicability of this knowledge to scientific studies of
topics such as environmental change or the resilience of arctic social and ecological
systems, however, is another matter. One key theme running through the papers in
this volume is how to develop methods for documenting the knowledge of arctic
peoples and how to present it in a form that is accessible both to the environmental
sciences and to arctic indigenous communities themselves.

The documentation of knowledge is, on the surface, relatively straightforward.
Through interviews, for example, the researcher can record what an experienced el-
der has to say about a given topic. There are, to be sure, many potential pitfalls to this
process, but the basic methods are already established in the social sciences, and much
has been written about the way such research can and should be conducted. Presenting the collected information is a separate step, but again, one that has been examined and improved over time. The difficulty comes in interpretation.

One hazard in the attempt to document indigenous knowledge about arctic environmental change is that what is collected often turns out to be little more than a body of accumulated facts, revealing what has been observed but not how it has been understood. This is particularly true when indigenous knowledge is collected separately from an appreciation of the system or framework in which it was originally generated, gathered, and held. Facts and observations, carefully collected and reviewed with those who provided them, can be immensely useful. Nonetheless, the difference between facts and a system of knowledge is akin to the difference between anatomy and physiology—knowing the parts does not tell you how they function and interact with one another in a living organism.

As scholars and researchers become more familiar with the environmental knowledge of arctic residents, the need to understand their system of knowing becomes ever more apparent. There is considerable overlap between the processes of observation employed by scientists and by arctic indigenous peoples. There is considerable interest in both groups about what the other has found. But there are also differences. Attempting a translation from one system to the other requires a certain level of understanding of how each system is constructed and how it works. Simply put, it requires understanding what people look for, how and why they look for it, and to what use they put the resulting information. The growing appreciation of the cultural basis of science is one manifestation of this line of inquiry. A similar appreciation of the cultural context of the knowledge of arctic indigenous peoples is necessary to move beyond acknowledging and using that knowledge solely as a source of raw data.

Researchers need, in other words, to understand why people see and interpret things as they do. Information is always collected and organized to suit a particular purpose or set of purposes, and certain biases are thus inherent in the body of knowledge that is created by human societies. Knowledge changes over time, and it is important to understand how it changes, how new information is incorporated, what are regarded as significant and reliable sources of information, and so on. In short, researchers need to understand the implicit method that lies beneath the knowledge of arctic peoples, just as they work diligently to follow the scientific method in other research. Only in this way can researchers appreciate not only the information that is generated by the environmental knowledge of the arctic residents, but also their perspective on the environment, their relationship with it, and what if any actions are needed to protect that relationship.

**Addressing the Implications of Climate Change**

This last point raises a related question. We have looked briefly at the ways in which researchers can better understand arctic peoples’ knowledge and thus improve their common understanding of topics such as environmental change. If indeed the envi-
ronment is changing, human actions may have to change, too, either as a passive con-
sequence of environmental shift or in an active attempt to prevent, manage, or adapt
to it. The former is simply a response to changes in environmental stimuli, something
that can be watched but not controlled. The latter consists of the responses humans
make to the prospect of environmental change, a conscious effort to manipulate soci-
ety or the environment or both.

As is clear from the ongoing international debates concerning climate change and
what, if anything, can and should be done about it, reaching consensus is probably an
impossible task. Nonetheless, a broadly shared understanding of the nature, magni-
tude, and scope of expected environmental changes is an important starting point to
determining what actions can be taken. When, as is the case in the arctic, those who
must be included in that shared understanding are from various cultures and back-
grounds, it is vitally important not only that they agree on the basic facts but that they
understand how each group has acquired those facts and how they interpret them.
This is a highly practical outcome of a thorough appreciation for the knowledge that
arctic indigenous peoples have about their environment.

From a shared understanding of what is occurring in the arctic system, we can then
design appropriate response strategies. Those strategies must also be based firmly on
an understanding of how they themselves will affect the human and natural systems in
which they will be applied. Response strategies that do not reflect the values, priorities,
and needs of society will fail, either because they are not acted on or because they de-
stroy the very thing they were supposed to help protect. The same is true for the eco-
logical relevance of responses—they must take into account the environmental feed-
backs they establish in order to avoid unintended problems that may be greater than
the threat the response sought to address.

Incorporating the knowledge and perspectives of arctic peoples is the starting point
for working together to address an issue from start to finish. That knowledge has been
used at times to generate various hypotheses and models that are then subjected to the
rigors of scientific research. Such an approach is one way to make use of the knowl-
edge of arctic peoples, which by this means has contributed a great deal to modern un-
derstanding of the Arctic. When we are concerned, however, not just with academic
understanding, but with real-world responses that have consequences of their own, it is
essential that the use of the observations and knowledge accumulated by arctic resi-
dents is not limited to the start of the effort.

Similarly, it is not enough to take into account only their ecological expertise. The
dynamics of their societies and cultures are every bit as important to the study of their
knowledge and the collaborative design of response strategies. This leads us back to
the critical role of the social sciences in understanding environmental change and its
implications across the Arctic. Arctic residents can certainly speak for themselves, but
social scientists have a great deal to offer in this discussion, particularly from a com-
parative vantage point that can nicely complement the detailed but local understand-
ing that a community has about itself. Building on the comparative studies of environ-
mental observations at many sites and in various areas around the North, we can and should establish true partnerships between social scientists, natural scientists, and arctic communities. In addition to researchers, such partnerships should include those within and outside arctic communities who are responsible for taking action to address the impacts of environmental change.

What Next?
The study of the interactions between humans and the arctic system is not, perhaps, in its infancy, but certainly in its youth. Researchers have already described, both for the past and for the present, some of the direct links, such as people as predators, or people as consumers of environmental conditions. But the indirect links and feedbacks and the dynamics of these together, especially in connection with other social, biological, and physical variables, require more work. We can measure many inputs and outputs, but the inner workings of the system have not yet been discerned, even in schematic form. The relationships between all these variables are complex and changing. We need to devise new approaches for identifying and elaborating particularly the human components of the arctic system. The papers in this volume point us in the right direction, and the next steps are to follow their lead and take these ideas further.

As we do so, we must keep in mind that there are other sources of social change than a changing environment, and other sources of environmental change than climate. For many arctic residents, particularly in the Russian Arctic, the immediate struggle for survival far outweighs an abstract concern about future effects of a changing climate. In other areas, industrial development, competition for fish and other resources, and environmental contaminants are among the drivers of environmental change of most concern to local residents. Throughout the Arctic, the process of modernization, though it takes many forms, has caused rapid and often painful social and cultural transitions and it continues to do so. This process is largely independent of environmental conditions but must nonetheless be taken into account because it has powerful implications for the human-environment relationship.

As we develop a better understanding of the dynamics of the arctic system, we inevitably begin to speak in terms of prediction. As a means of testing and pushing the limits of scientific understanding, this is a useful exercise. But for planning our responses to environmental change, “predictions” in the midst of complexity and incomplete understanding remain vague and unreliable. Instead, as we move from pure research to the application of what we have learned, perhaps we should think in terms of anticipating what may happen, rather than predicting what will happen. This approach lowers the standard for looking to the future, but by doing so it gives us a more realistic target. By working towards anticipation, we can include a number of possible outcomes, each of which can be evaluated for magnitude and likelihood of the threat, as is done in risk assessments. From a list of what we can anticipate, we can in turn develop re-
response strategies based on the best current understanding of the threat and its implications, including the numerous implications of our responses.

Again, this must be undertaken as a collaborative enterprise. Linking social and natural systems together with arctic residents and those who are politically responsible for developing response strategies to environmental changes will not happen by accident. Nor will it occur simply because it seems to be the right thing to do. Instead, the challenge to polar social scientists is to demonstrate not only the relevance of their research and results but also their ability to work with others and to use social understanding to improve the collective understanding of the dynamics of the arctic system. Solid disciplinary research is needed to meet this challenge, but it must be matched by a strong commitment by the social science community as a whole to reach outwards as well. This, truly, is a frontier of arctic social science today.
Northern Native communities that participated in the arctic environmental change documentation projects discussed in this volume (illustration by Philippa McNeil).
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This book has two main messages to its readers and to the polar science community at large. First, arctic residents are witnessing far-reaching changes in their environment, and they are ready to create partnerships with scientists, to document their observations and to make their voices heard. Second, interaction between local experts and academic scholars will require other patterns of collaboration than between, let’s say, physical and social scientists. Familiar ways of doing research—scanning earlier data, disputing other people’s concepts, and borrowing references across disciplines—will be inadequate for this new unfolding collaboration. We rather have to learn to act through sharing, listening, and accommodation to others’ ways of observing and “knowing.” This is why we put this issue as the starting point for a new publication initiative, Frontiers in Polar Social Science, advanced by the Arctic Research Consortium of the United States (ARCUS).

As with many other pioneer ventures, this volume is a product of an uncommon though highly successful collaboration. It represents a coming together of researchers, communities, and organizations, but in many different ways. Each of the volume’s several chapters describes a long-term research and collaborative effort, with a potential to be a book project in itself, as some already are. Despite our separate projects and focuses, we share a common vision and, basically, we put the same message on paper. To us, this volume is neither a “silver bullet” nor a handbook for our colleagues of what indigenous people know about arctic change. First and foremost, it is a collection of studies and reflections on how indigenous peoples see changes and what they say about changes around them.

What gave this book its specific edge? We believe we can disclose some driving forces behind our joint venture in this volume introduction. Our first “secret” is that this initiative found an immediate and enthusiastic response from a small, though growing community of Native experts and researchers who already work together in documenting Native observations of environmental changes occurring across the Arctic. Our second resource was what we call “the magic of the science frontier.” It
looks increasingly obvious to polar scientists, arctic residents, and the general public alike that arctic indigenous people have a special stake in modern studies of global environmental change. They also have a lot to contribute—when and if they are given the chance and the appropriate means to participate fully in the ongoing global change discourse.

Records of local observations are created in dozens of indigenous communities across the circumpolar zone, by human inquisitiveness and people’s interaction with each other and the environment. Such records are constantly reinforced and immediately tested in discussions with neighbors, fellow hunters, and experienced elders. This observation process is nonstop, daily, and intergenerational, without any granting agencies and science planning involved. This is indeed an exciting impetus for partnership and THE new research frontier to guide the course of today’s environmental change research and to draw public attention and debate.

Last but not least, the “frontier” paradigm is a specific pattern of human vision as well as the powerful and universal drive to expand the boundaries of the known into the unknown. This drive pushes researchers’ explorations in remote arctic villages and at university labs alike. In fact, the lure of the frontier existed ages before modern professional scholarship was established. As humans, we are always anxious to know what is beyond the horizon but also what is—or will be—our next challenge to face.

Current environmental change in the Arctic offers a testing challenge to our ability to observe, to analyze, and to respond, by using the tools and resources of today’s society. If this change is coming (and some of us believe that the challenge of rapid environmental shift is already here), then this volume may well become one of the first coordinated efforts in response. By focusing on local observations and interpretations of change, it opens paths to the next “frontiers” in science analysis and public actions. This was the third major appeal that worked on behalf of our venture at every stage. It was also the critical bond that helped generate our project design, recruit volume contributors, and bridge several individual papers into a common message.

Why “The Frontiers”? 

Several project papers collected in this volume document various aspects of Native observations of current environmental change across the Arctic—from weather to sea ice to caribou to marine mammals to permafrost to plant communities. Our purpose, of course, is to bring to light the richness of local expertise of northern residents as they witness and interpret shifts, transitions and/or abnormal events in their familiar habitats. What people actually know is closely connected to both historical and current land use and occupancy. It reflects their various daily encounters with the arctic environment—where they hunt, fish, and travel; when they do it; and what factors are significant in framing the scope of their seasonal activity. As will be illustrated below, such a broad observational base contributes to a unique reliability of local environmental monitoring, where change is often traced by and related through personal life histories and experiences. Individual living memory is then extended through
storytelling and information sharing. Such an exchange of oral traditions takes place daily in the family and community setting, and it expands the time-depth of personal expertise and observations.

By bringing together a series of projects in documenting what people really see and talk about these days in their communities, we argue that indigenous arctic residents are clearly noticing changes across their regions. Many common themes and stories arise from voices to be heard in this volume. These are themes of increasing variability and unpredictability of the weather and seasonal patterns and thus of the need to be more careful when hunting, travelling, and forecasting the weather. These are stories of the extensive loss of multiyear sea ice, the appearance of species never seen in living memory, and of a growing concern for the health of game populations upon which the communities depend.

We see our mission here in terms of finding new ways to document things that are already emerging as the issues of public concern at both elders’ meetings in distant northern villages and at scientific symposia. These should be better ways, creative ways, more appropriate ways. The chapters in this volume explore new methods and research tools for learning about and sharing data generated through observations in “another kind of science,” which is indigenous environmental knowledge. They address new models of community partnerships and research cooperation that go well beyond the now-dominant pattern of “us” scientists informing “them” (that is, Native residents and public at large) on what we learn through “our” scientific research in “their” areas. This is our vision of the frontier of polar social science, in terms of the science’s philosophy, research goals, and ethics.

Still, there is much more in local observations that justifies this volume’s headline as “Frontiers in Polar Social Science.” Tied to the themes of complexity, unpredictability, and increased variability are many indications of how current environmental change is part of a larger group of challenges and changes that people face as northern residents. To many people on the ground, their daily concerns about weather and sea ice shifts are hardly separated from other critical issues, such as oil and mineral exploration, contaminants, animal rights campaigns, and land-claim negotiations. Scientists often forget to acknowledge that their cause-driven research models are, nevertheless, rather simplistic approximations of a real life. Whereas scientists love to talk about “independent links,” “critical factors,” and “stratified impacts” in their abstract scenarios of change, arctic residents have their own vision of recent change, which is always a multifaceted process. There is no need for any special “interdisciplinary” dimension, because complexity is a phenomenon of daily existence. To any scholarly approach, this local perspective, if properly understood and accurately documented, is an invaluable reality check.

There is one more critical aspect of environmental observations by Native elders and subsistence experts. Their understanding of what is happening with the weather, the lands, and the oceans is often articulated as community-based assessments of change. Such assessments translate the global-scale process of change into local-scale
evidence. Hence, the observations described in this volume are the best arguments for the value (and the urgency) of doing local-scale, place-based research and modelling of the global process. This is what current science-based understandings of climate change are often missing—an indication of how changes are affecting places. The discourse of global climate change so far is largely on modeling studies, global predictions, and international policy. Little is known about local places—communities, ice floes used for spring sea hunts, caribou calving grounds, historical sites and protected areas, airports, travel routes and camping areas, the spring nesting sites of snow geese, and the river mouth where the fish spawn.

A common (though usually unspoken) question within the community of polar physical scientists is, what is the reason to be engaged in listening to some hunters’ stories and elders’ recollections in the era of global modelling, supercomputers, and satellite imagery? Why should we bother to document indigenous knowledge and perspectives of environmental change in the first place? To social scholars (at least, to some of us working in the Arctic), the answer is simple—because indigenous people really want this done. A striking motive that can be seen in almost every paper in this volume is the amount of community initiative and support for these types of projects across the Arctic. Rarely, if ever, does polar science enjoy such an unprecedented level of public backing and readiness to share data and expertise from local residents.

These and other similar projects also highlight the human context of environmental change—another “frontier” topic in global change science and in related public debates. The stories collected in this volume are not just about changes to the sea ice, weather or caribou. They are about how people see these changes in the context of their lives. As the global change issue is going to shift from being the subject of scientific research to the matter of political discussions to the focus of public actions, there is a growing need for transitional mechanisms from science to practical policies. Such a need to translate local, place-based pictures of change into public policy finds an almost natural venue through community-based observation projects like those presented in this volume. It also provides additional impetus of the value and urgency of documenting Native observations of environmental change.

Raising awareness and reaching wider audiences will be better facilitated through documentation within the context of collaborative, community-supported initiatives—rather than through the more conventional scholarly studies generated by the governmental science agencies and introduced “from without.” The papers collected here illustrate the power and ingenuity behind such innovative projects, since their authors pioneered many creative ways to do this—through community workshops, bilingual CD-ROM’s, videos, school classes, and community knowledge sourcebooks.

Finally, there is a growing emphasis on recording Native observations of change as part of a larger effort to alter the status of knowledge shared by elders and local experts vis-à-vis the samples of data collected by scientists. The “frontier” zone here is, actually, in interpretation rather than documentation, as the need to document what locals see in their environment becomes gradually acknowledged by scholars and
policy-makers alike. There is already an established respect among many northern specialists of the expertise of indigenous arctic residents, particularly in areas such as wildlife management. In some cases, such as the Northwest Territories in northern Canada, indigenous knowledge now holds a government-mandated place in any developmental assessment and decision-making. Still, documenting Native observations of an issue as potentially controversial as climate change is only just emerging and has yet to reach its full potential. We all have a long way to go before the paradigms and interpretations of change advanced by Native experts and community scholars are given the credits and attention they deserve in research planning as well as in science funding.

As with science-based understandings of arctic environmental change, community-based assessments are evolving. The difference, however, is that while much of the science research is focused upon predicting what might happen, local experts are talking about what is happening. They also want to do something about it—and to take action quickly. Arctic residents, through projects such as described in this volume, are clear in saying that monitoring of changes needs to start immediately and that monitoring should be facilitated by both science and indigenous knowledge, in genuine sharing and full cooperation.

How This Volume Originated
This volume came out of an almost fortuitous meeting of the two present co-editors (as well as a few other key backers—see Acknowledgements) at the thirteenth annual ARCUS meeting in May 2001. At the time, both of us were actively engaged in independent collaborative efforts in documentation of indigenous knowledge on environmental change in Alaska and the Canadian Arctic, respectively. Similarly, we had both been publicly advocating the value and the importance of indigenous scholarship to the interdisciplinary study of arctic climate and environmental change at several meetings and in our previous publications. Between the two of us, we had a good network of colleagues—Americans, Canadians, and Europeans—who were fast exploring the same field and who shared the same passion and ideology (though none of them was present at that same meeting). When the key volume’s headline, “Frontiers in Polar Social Science” was introduced to our discussions, it came through as a lightning rod.

Once advanced, this book progressed along some unconventional lines in science cooperation. It took exactly a full year from the moment the possibility of such a “science frontiers” collection was discussed for the first time at the ARCUS meeting in Washington, D.C., to the day this volume is to be released at the fourteenth annual ARCUS meeting in May 2002. Such a year-term is a remarkably short lifespan for a full-size international collection of papers to materialize, by any standards of modern scholarly publication. Maybe it was the very title of our volume, The Earth is Faster Now, that worked on its behalf.

We believe it was this magic of the science “frontier” that pushed us to shelve many other personal commitments and to vow to the ARCUS leadership that we could
organize a collection of project papers about the documentation of indigenous knowledge of arctic environmental change in one year’s time. This was a risky pledge to make, since most of the potential contributors we were thinking of had never met each other. There was not enough time to organize one of the usual symposiums that both brings authors together and produces a symposium volume. In fact, in a full reversal of the usual science practice, we instead considered the issue of a symposium, but as a post-volume venture(!). Nevertheless, we soon succeeded in commissioning pledges for volume papers from a dozen enthusiastic colleagues—in less than three months. The magic of the “science frontier” worked again; modern technology of e-mail communication made it technically possible.

If, in accordance with the “frontier” theory, the frontier acts as an advancing zone of activity driven by the high level of energy and the concentration of human resources, then we struck at the true “frontier” community in science research. Beyond shared enthusiasm, most of the projects presented in this volume are the outcomes of many years of work and of elaborate planning and development processes. They are collaborative scientific and public enterprises that engage the energy and resources of many people and agencies. They are also products of long-term and trusted partnership between researchers and arctic communities.

The opportunity and importance of translating research projects (documentation of indigenous knowledge) into the next stage (public action, policy, etc.) was immediately recognized by all the people we contacted as potential volume contributors. That, we believe, was one of the key reasons why they came on board with such enthusiasm. With each of us fully aware of the pioneer nature of the projects we were doing in distant arctic communities, we saw an opportunity for strength in numbers. Science frontiers may be launched by a few isolated pioneers, but they take shape and advance with the steady number of people involved and a certain level of (previously) accumulated activity only. Therefore, we consider the swiftness of this volume’s preparation as one more demonstration of a highly developed status, if not maturity, of our common field of research.

The “frontier” paradigm also advocates a high level of communication within the advancing zone of interaction and change. Our “frontier” was driven and supported by today’s most universal means of communication, the Internet, and it became possible because of the technology that was unimaginable even a decade ago. Whereas the volume’s basic outlines were discussed in person during a few days of the ARCUS meetings, almost everything else was accomplished via e-mail. Stories of distant lands and images of isolated arctic villages that once took months to reach, traveled freely through cyberspace. They also came out of desk printers by mere computer clicks. All of this, of course, is a familiar practice in today’s science. However, we think we probably pushed the envelope slightly. When one volume editor relocated from North America to New Zealand, a new virtual arctic research node was set in motion eighteen time zones, a full hemisphere, and a whole new day away. In daily communications between Washington, D.C., New Zealand, and the ARCUS headquarters in Fairbanks.
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(where our volume’s publication office was located), it often created a twenty-hour-long business day. It also made us to acknowledge almost physically that this is truly a small world—which is another critical function of any frontier experience.

The Focus and the Structure of This Volume

Communicating environmental change from the perspective of indigenous arctic people is a central theme to this volume. What emerges in the chapters to follow is a group of local, place-based stories that—taken together—reveal a much more extensive record of events to be put into circumpolar or, at least, in the North American continental perspective.

The projects presented here report ground observations from some twenty-three indigenous communities (see map, page xxviii). They cover thousands of miles—almost the entire stretch—of the North American polar zone, from the Bering Strait area to north Alaska to the central Canadian Arctic to Baffin Island and the Labrador eastern coast. Despite their differences in local geography, patterns of community involvement, and researchers’ approach, the authors have structured their papers around the observations, stories and personal reflections of the people they work with and learn from. In this way, these papers offer Native residents various venues to speak for themselves, using their own words and explanations. They also all recognize the need to encourage more unconventional and better working relationships between researchers and local experts. Each chapter thus offers its own perspective on finding ways to make this kind of collaboration possible.

The title of the book, *The Earth is Faster Now*, also carries our common message. It comes from a comment of a local elder, first shared by Caleb Pungowiyi, then-the president of the Alaska Eskimo Walrus Commission. While talking to elders in his native village of Savoonga on St. Lawrence Island, Alaska, he recorded the following statement from Mabel Toolie (Legraaghaq, born in 1912). This is how Pungowiyi explained this statement himself:

"My aunt, Mabel Toolie, said [to me]: “The Earth is faster now.” She was not meaning that the time is moving fast these days or that the events are going faster. But she was talking about how all this weather is changing. Back in the old days they could predict the weather by observing the stars, the sky, and other events. The old people think that back then they could predict the weather pattern for a few days in advance. Not anymore! And my aunt was saying that because the weather patterns are [changing] so fast now, those predictions cannot be made anymore. The weather patterns are changing so quickly she could think the Earth is moving faster now.

The contributions in this volume thus respond to a common urgent issue—the need to come to grips with what is happening in the North, as explained by the people who live there and who are experiencing changes firsthand. The first three chapters in the volume tell the stories of building a whole network (actually, three different types
of networks) of engaging communities in climate/environmental change documentation. The change is obvious to the people on the ground—the question is, what is the best way to reveal it and to send the message to those agencies who make management and policy decisions. In the opening chapter by Shari Fox, this task has been achieved by building a climate change observational record via a combination of techniques: from meetings, presentations, and informal discussions to semidirected interviews, focus groups, mapping exercises, and videography in four communities in Nunavut. The second paper by Gary Kofinas et al. presents a different model—when a whole system of community-based environmental monitoring was created across the U.S.-Canadian Arctic Borderlands via a cooperative of five northern communities, government agencies, and university researchers. The main purpose here was to build a long-term database and process of communication, through which evidences of change could be traced along many parameters and at many different levels. The third paper, by Jolly et al., describes how residents from the community of Sachs Harbour on Banks Island in the western Canadian Arctic decided to format their observations of and ideas about the recent changes into a powerful media message—by making the video *Sila Alangotok* to raise awareness in more southern regions and to make links with other communities.

The two next papers reveal documentation projects that are both heavy in researchers’ and observers’ reflections about their partnership, though not framed directly by the “arctic climate change” paradigm. David Norton expresses his own reservations about the “linear” nature of climate change scenario, a perspective which is shared by his native collaborators in northern Alaska. Instead, it was rather a concern for safety of hunters on the sea ice that worked as a key factor encouraging local participation in a comparative documentation of a series of abnormal ice events at the recent Barrow Symposium on Sea Ice and beyond. Krupnik’s paper documents how the desire to preserve ancestors’ knowledge on ice and weather monitoring practices became the key factor for local participation in sea ice observation project on St. Lawrence Island, Alaska. Thus, the St. Lawrence Island project was rather an experiment in creating a record of Native ice and weather observations by local residents themselves and by the way “we see it.”

The next paper by Thorpe et al. presents a specific cross-section from a long-term collaborative effort in documenting Native knowledge related to the biology, behavior, and changes in arctic caribou population in arctic Canada. Here, again, the main message is that of urgency, because the Quitirmuit in the Nunavut Territory are concerned that changes in the weather, environment, and wildlife populations seem to be happening too quickly for people and the environment to adapt.

In her paper on traditional navigation skills, Claudette Bradley illustrates how the sharing of knowledge always comes to the issue of change, even when the topic is the sky, the stars, and land orientation techniques. What originally looked (at least to an outside researcher) like a pure knowledge documentation effort to build a classroom curriculum in a Yup’ik community in western Alaska eventually emerged as a discus-
sion of environmental change, as elders observed their old techniques being altered by the new environmental realities.

The next two papers in the volume also focus on the people side of the human-environment equation. Both contributions describe the impacts of environmental change on indigenous people; Furgal et al. in terms of human health, and Nickels et al. with the need to support communities in finding ways to cope with the changes they are experiencing. For Furgal et al., the link between human health and environmental change is critical; links seen, for example, in the effects of environmental changes on the abundance or availability of country food, or the ability of Inuit to access these resources. In the next paper, Nickels et al. describe a definite role for national organizations such as Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami (ITK) in “putting the human face” on climate change. The authors show how ITK is partnering with local, regional, and national organizations to bring indigenous voices into climate change science and policy through a series of community workshops.

We were also very lucky to commission three of our colleagues with extensive experience and involvement in indigenous knowledge and climate change issues to contribute their more general perspectives on the subject of this volume. In his opening Foreword, Jose A. Kusugak, the president of the Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, addresses the critical importance of the ongoing environmental change in the Arctic, both from his personal life experience and from the position of the organized Inuit community in general. In the following Preface, Henry Huntington, the current president of ARCUS and key author for the Indigenous Perspectives chapter in the forthcoming Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA) document, shares his remarks on understanding the Arctic environment system through the richness of knowledge of arctic people. Beyond the obvious value of such an approach, he also writes of the many challenges that lie on the paths that seem so smooth and straightforward from the outside. Finally, in the volume’s Epilogue, Fikret Berkes looks at arctic environmental change through the framework of a sustainability science that includes local knowledge and observations. He argues that traditional knowledge, and civil science in general, are essential ingredients of sustainability science because more conventional scientific approaches are limited in their ability to deal with complex systems problems such as climate change. His thoughts offer a challenging test to current stereotypes on how indigenous knowledge can be matched with, checked by, and recorded along the practices of modern science. We hope that those readers looking for “silver bullets” in comparative data from other sciences and fields will read this Epilogue with the intensity it deserves.

The last (and the most recently joined) component of this volume is a report by a group of our European colleagues established in Tampere, Finland. Their project, Snowchange, is a multiyear education-oriented effort to document indigenous observations of climate change in northern regions, particularly across the Nordic countries, arctic Russia, and Siberia. Tero Mustonen, who chairs the Snowchange project
group, contributed his short report on their activities during 2001 and early 2002, which complements the primarily North American focus of this volume.

As our readers will see, by putting together this volume we bring under a common cover a network of researchers doing similar kinds of work and the communities who are supporting them. The ability of individual voices and projects to raise awareness about what is happening is thus multiplied by sharing the stories all across the North: from Alaska to the central Arctic to Nunavut to Labrador, and, finally, to the Eurasian Arctic. As these individual stories report, as (and if) the climate and landscape continue to change, many arctic residents wonder “what then?” Neither they nor us scientists have a definite answer, but both parties represented in this volume see it as extremely urgent to start the discussion.
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